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ABSTRACT
This paper is an attempt to lay out foundations for a general the-
ory of coincidence in information spaces such as the World Wide
Web, expanding on existing work on bursty structures in document
streams and information cascades. We elaborate on the hypothesis
that every resource that is published in an information space, enters
a temporary interaction with another resource once a unique ex-
plicit or implicit reference between the two is found. This thought
is motivated by Erwin Shroedingers notion of entanglement be-
tween quantum systems. We present a generic information cascade
model that exploits only the temporal order of information sharing
activities, combined with inherent properties of the shared informa-
tion resources. The approach was applied to data from the world’s
largest online citizen science platform Zooniverse and we report
about findings of this case study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.1 [Information Systems]: Models and Principles—Systems
and Information Theory

Keywords
Information cascades, social machines, information theory, socio-
technical systems

1. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web is the largest openly accessible informa-

tion space today. We can see an increasing number of examples
where human individuals contribute to large-scale collective action
by sharing information on the Web. This can be in case of a disas-
trous humanitarian event (e.g. the Haiti earthquake) or a political
crisis (e.g. the Kenyan election) but also less critical situations de-
serving the spread of information of public interest (e.g. an actual
traffic jam or cancelled train). These examples have in common
that there is some higher-order event underlying the information
sharing activity (e.g. coordinating help in disaster response or opti-
mizing travel routes of people being affected by traffic disruptions).
However, people are not necessarily talking with each other within
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a single Web-based application or triggered by explicit social links
but about the same events instead using various information sharing
services to broadcast information quickly (especially in critical sit-
uations when time to make decisions is rare). Motivated by this we
argue that the problem solving capabilities in what is today known
as Social Machines[26] is – rather than being an intentionally en-
gineered piece of software – the substrate of accumulated human
cross-system information sharing activities[17]. The formal defini-
tion, capturing, and analysis of those purposeful collective events
emerging from coincidence, is the wider context of the work pre-
sented in this paper.

In 1935 Erwin Schroedinger stated that "when two systems, of
which we know the states by their respective representatives, en-
ter into temporary [...] interaction due to known forces between
them, [...], then they can no longer be described in the same way as
before [...]", coining the notion of entanglement between quantum
systems [24]. We pick this idea up for a new concept of coincidence
as the foundation of collective higher order events in information
spaces and raise the following hypothesis: Every resource that is
published in an information space, enters a temporary interac-
tion with any other resource in that space once a unique explicit
or implicit reference between the two is found. System-specific
and feature-rich methods for the analysis of the linking and flow
of information in Web-based systems must be incomplete to de-
scribe this macroscopic state of the Web. What if we disregard all
system-specific features and relationships and simply assume that
any resource on the Web is potentially exposed to any other that is
openly accessible? Does a form of entanglement exist between pre-
sumably independent streams of information sharing on the Web?

Summary of Contributions
This paper seeks to lay out foundations for a general theory of co-
incidence in information spaces, expanding on existing work on
bursty structures in document streams and information cascades.
As a first step we focus on temporary interactions between infor-
mation that may allow us to investigate a form of entanglement
in the future. We developed a generic information cascade model
that exploits only the temporal order of content sharing activities
that happen on the Web, combined with inherent properties of the
shared resources. The model is configured by the stream of the
time stamped resources (be it from live streamed data or replayed
historic data), and the matching methods that are applied to anal-
yse any inherent properties of the resources (e.g. the content). We
used this approach to study the world’s largest online citizen sci-
ence platform Zooniverse. The system is an excellent example to
study this organic information evolution: it does not support any
typical social networking functionality; there is also evidence that
no virtual social network emerged from people’s interactions im-



plicitly; content sharing contributes to cooperative hypothesis test-
ing.

2. RELATED WORK
In response to the still popular initial characterisation of Social

Machines as the "processes in which the people do the creative
work and the machine does the administration" [5] a new line of
research has been established [11, 20, 25] that most recently led to
the following working definition: "Social machines are Web-based
socio-technical systems in which the human and technological el-
ements play the role of participant machinery with respect to the
mechanistic realisation of system-level processes." [26] Our work
refers to this definition and contributes insight into these "system-
level processes" by expanding on existing research on information
cascades in online communities.

The kick-off point for the extensive research on information dif-
fusion online, which has been undertaken over the last decade, can
be seen in the various approaches for the temporal analysis of Web
crawls [7, 6, 9] and even more importantly Kleinberg’s work on
patterns of burstyness in document streams [13]. Bursts refer to
periods of significantly high activity in continuous time stamped
sequences of documents. They have become an accepted indica-
tor for the appearance of a topic and can be used to infer meaning
by analyzing the content in documents that belong to a particular
burst. This method has significantly impacted how we study tem-
poral properties of human-generated digital content networks [14,
22] but is also complemented by a much wider view on the role of
bursts of activity in human behaviour [4].

Research on information cascades grew out of this work as an
established means to study the propagation of information on the
Web. Information cascade models have been applied to represent
and study the structure of the blogosphere, to analyse the viral
spread of news online, and to measure influence in political cam-
paigns to name just a few prominent application examples [2, 10,
1]. Cascades are typically modeled as dynamic networks [23]. This
means that one or more undirected sub-networks represent struc-
tures of explicit relationships between entities (nodes in the net-
work) along which information could possibly diffuse (e.g. blog
sites interlinked by blog roll features or users forming a following
or friendship graph). An actual diffusion process is represented as
a time-stamped directed overlay network. Each edge in the overlay
network is directed from the "infector" node to the "infectee" node
as well as labelled with the time when the diffusion was evidenced
on the side of the "infectee" and the identifier of the diffusing in-
formation. Evidence for an infection is inferred based on features
of the sub-network. Cascades have a single initiator but they can
collide and merge when identifiers from different cascades are used
in one node [16, 15, 3, 8].

With our work we return to Kleinberg’s original approach [13]
but apply it to resources that are openly shared on the Web. We as-
sume that there is a natural information transmission capability on
the World Wide Web that is not necessarily conditioned by explicit
social links. Our investigation expands the approach in [13] and is
focused on the structural properties of branching and merging cas-
cades that are derived when different pattern matching algorithms
are applied to the same document sequences.

By contextualising our alternative model with implicit but still
purposeful collaborative work, we also touch the field of collective
intelligence, human computation, and social computing. Work in
this area typically focuses on the intelligence and problem solv-
ing capability that results from virtually organized groups working
together towards a particular outcome and the coordination to op-
timise this [19, 27, 21, 12]. We instead want to expose the intelli-

gence that lies in information on the Web that is linked because of
coincidence rather than pre-configured conditionality or necessary
a priori planning.

3. INFORMATION CASCADES: A TRAN-
SCENDENTAL MODEL

As noted, we explore the possibility of abstracting the social con-
text away from the technological substrate to understand the Web’s
intrinsic information cascades, considering not only local under-
standing of its use but also an abstract global view. This lets us pro-
pose a new model that we call transcendental information cascades.
Informed by Kleinberg’s work on burst structures in streams [13]
it regards time as the only ascertainable condition for relationships
between any two resources. Beside that we focus on coincidence of
information sharing activities rather than socially-determined con-
ditionality.

We define a transcendental cascade as a directed network. In
contrast to the common information cascade model [8] we do not
presume any sub-network to exist but only a set of resources (e.g.
individual blog posts, microposts, forum entries, or Web pages).
Resources are stamped with the time when they were shared. Nodes
in the network are those resources from this set that contain one
or multiple cascade identifiers. A cascade identifier is any unique
pattern that is recognized by applying a matching function to the
content or any other inherent properties of a resource (e.g. simple
string matching algorithms to identify keywords in content). An
edge exists between any two nodes that share a unique subset of the
cascade identifiers that were found for them. This subset and any of
its enclosed subsets must not be part of the identifiers featured by
any node that was created in the time period between the two linked
nodes were created. A node that contains a cascade identifier that
was not detected for any other nodes before is called a root for this
identifier. A node that has no outgoing edges is called a stub.

Formally a transcendental cascade is a tupel TC that comprises
a set of nodes V , a set of edges E, a set of resources R and a set of
matching functions F .

TC = (V,E,R, F )

The resources R in this case are defined by a unique identifier, the
time when they were shared, and their content.

R = {r1, r2, ..., rm}
ri = (ui, ti, ci), m, i ∈ N, i ≤ m

Complementary to resources exists the set of pre-configured match-
ing functions F .

F = {f1, f2, ..., fn}, n ∈ N

A matching function can be any algorithm that is suited to analyze
inherent properties of contents ci of resources ri ∈ R for recog-
nition and extraction of patterns. As mentioned before, this can be
any text pattern such as keywords or phrases, but also patterns in
images and videos (if the content is of that kind) and even more
complex semantics or sentiments. We define a matching function
fk ∈ F, k ∈ N, k ≤ n as:

fk(ci) =



{i1, i2, ..., ix} if fk matches patterns
{i1, i2, ..., ix} in ci

x ∈ N

∅ otherwise



By applying every matching function to all contents of resources
ri ∈ R, we derive a set of nodes V with one corresponding node
for each resource with a non-empty set of cascade identifiers Ii.
Each node vy ∈ V then is described by a unique identifier uy , a
time stamp ty that marks when the node was published, and a set
of cascade identifiers Iy . And each set of cascade identifiers Ii is
given by the concatenation of the results of all matching functions
in F applied to ci.

V ={v1, v2, ..., vp}

vy = (uy, ty, Iy),

p, y ∈ N, y ≤ p

Ii ={i1, i2, ..., io}

=f1(ci) ∩ f2(ci) ∩ ... ∩ fn(ci)

o =

n∑
x=0

|fx(ci)|

⇒ ∀ij ∈ Ii∃fk(ci)→ ij ∈ fk(ci), j ≤ o

Edges ez are directed from the source node with the identifier ua

to a target node with the identifier ub. They exist between any two
nodes va, vb ∈ V that have a common identifier subset Λz (link
identifiers) within their respective sets of cascade identifiers Ia and
Ib from which no identifier has been used by any other node with a
time stamp between ta and tb.

E ={e1, e2, ..., eq}

ez =(ua, ub,Λz)

q, z ∈ N, z ≤ q

Λz ={ir|

ir ∈ Ia ∧ ir ∈ Ib,

∀ir → V ′ =

{vc|vc = (uc,tc, Ic), ir ∈ Ic ∧ ta ≤ tc ≤ tb} = ∅,

vc ∈ V, r ∈ N, r ≤ |Ib|}

This cascade model yields different outputs depending on the
data to hand (e.g. determined by the extent of the Web crawl), and
the matching algorithms determining which cascade identifiers will
be spotted (e.g. reuse of hashtags, URIs, quotes, images, or maybe
exploiting wider semantics or sentiment). We call the activity when
the next resource is analysed for encapsulated cascade identifiers
and potential linking with a node in an existing cascade a collision.
Successful collisions lead to the generation of new edges. A generic
architecture, that shows how the data (either streamed or historic)
and a set of matching algorithms form an input configuration to our
approach, is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Generic resource collider architecture to generate
transcendental information cascades.

A fictive example of a transcendental cascade based on our model
is shown in Figure 2. Consider a system that features hashtags as
an established form of identifying content patterns. The visuali-
sation uses the following approach to represent distinct identifiers
and time: Nodes are chronologically ordered alongside the hori-
zontal dimension from left (the oldest node) to right (the most re-
cent node); additionally nodes are ordered alongside the vertical di-
mension depending on the set of identifiers present in a node (each
unique set is assigned to a distinct level). Consequently, the visual-
isation represents the content creation sequence (“#A”) - (“#A#B”)
- (“#A”) - (“#A”) - (“#A#B#C”) - (“#C”) - (“#A”) - (“#B#D”) -
(“#A”).

Figure 2: Example of a cascade that emerges along five dif-
ferent identifiers. #A, #B, #A#B#C, #B#D and #C are fictive
hashtags (or hashtag combinations resepectively) treated as the
indentifying content patterns

4. A CITIZEN SCIENCE CASE STUDY
Zooniverse is the world’s largest citizen science platform today,

in which volunteers complete tasks in aid of advancing the current
state of scientific knowledge. Participants can sign up to a range
of projects, which range form classifying the shape of a galaxy,
to spotting animals in the Serengeti. There are over 30 different
Zooniverse projects which share the same platform, and over 1 mil-
lion active participants as of December 2014. In addition to the task



functionality, the Zooniverse platform also developed Talk, a forum
system which supports regular forum posts, unlimited in length,
and microposts, which are limited to 140 characters. Each project
has it’s own Talk system, but users are easily able to post across
projects as the Zooniverse platform supports single sign-on.

As shown in [18], microposts dominate talk in all projects, ac-
counting for more than 90% of all content elements. Moreover,
the discussion patterns often do not resemble that of typical online
communities; instead of talking to each other, in particular projects
such as Planet Hunters, participants are just talking about the same
things in a highly specific way. An example post from the Planet
Hunters project hosted on the Zooniverse platform is shown in Fig-
ure 3.

Figure 3: Excerpt of an example thread on the Planet Hunters
forums, showing the use of very specific terminology by partic-
ipants to hypothesise about objects of interest.

With this initial study we seek to gain insight into basic struc-
tural and informational properties of the cascades created by our
transcendental model. We applied the approach to two datasets
representing chronologies of content sharing on the Zooniverse cit-
izen science platform between 15/12/2010 and 16/07/2013: (1)
a complete dataset of all forum and micropost entries within all
projects on the platform consisting of 660, 441 posts that have been
contributed by 47, 888 participants; (2) a complete dataset of all
forum and micropost entries only within the Planet Hunters project
comprising of 427, 917 posts contributed by 32, 805 participants.

For dataset 1, only the hashtag identifier was used as the match-
ing function (A1) to identify cascades. Hashtags are supported in
all projects hosted on the Zooniverse platform in the way as it is
very common today for micropost platforms such as Twitter. This
means that whenever a “#” is directly prepended to a character se-
quence without white space, a link to a list of all posts using this
identifier is created. Participants in all projects use hashtags as a
way to talk about specific features of the subject processed in the
crowdsourcing task. To account for the impact different matching
functions have on the resulting cascade in our model, dataset 2 was
processed by applying two additional pattern matchers. The second

pattern, A2, is used to match content that refers to specific object
identifiers related to the images shown in Planet Hunters. Over
the course of the Planet Hunters project participants started to link
posts to related objects they were presented with during task com-
pletion by mentioning their identifiers. These identifiers feature a
consistent pattern of the form “APH[0-9]*”, so we developed a sec-
ond string matching algorithm (A2) to use these patterns as cascade
identifiers. Finally, the third pattern, A3 is related to another type
of identifier used by the Planet Hunter community to refer to ob-
jects in specialised external datasets. The community have built up
enough domain knowledge to hypothesise which exoplanet candi-
date (aka Kepler candidate) a particular light curve might belong to
by mentioning the respective Kepler candidate ID (“KID[0-9]*”).
Analogous to the matching of internal object identifiers we imple-
mented a string matching algorithm for KID patterns (A3).

Basic properties of transcendental cascades
Table 1 lists basic structural properties for the hashtag cascades
generated for dataset 1. We calculated the average links-per-node
as well as the number of individual cascade roots and stubs. Most
noteworthy the number of roots is by more than factor 4 higher than
the number of stubs. That means that over time there must be sig-
nificant amount of merges that lead to information, that is encapsu-
lated in a particular hashtag, being absorbed (and lost) or combined
with the information of other hashtags. This is also reflected by the
proportion of 1.26 links per node.

Nodes 165,562
Links 208,122
Cascades 871
Roots 10,230
Stubs 2,200
Avg. links per node 1.26

Table 1: Basic structural cascade properties – complete Zooni-
verse dataset (dataset 1).

Table 2 lists the same properties for dataset 2 when the matching
functions A1, A2, and A3 are applied individually and in combi-
nation (A1+A2+A3). In hashtags cascades (A1), each node con-
tains 1.15 links. In comparison to this, APH (A2) and KID (A3)
nodes feature only 0.56 and 0.65 links respectively. Being domi-
nated by the amount of nodes in hashtag cascades, the combination
of matching functions (A1+A2+A3) results in an average of 1.08
links per node. Computing the roots, we found that for hashtag
cascades (A1), the amount of roots and stubs is much lower than
in case of the APH or KID datasets, with APH featuring the lowest
proportion of stubs per root (0.21). While this proportion is quite
similar for hashtags (0.28), KIDs stand out in this case with a rela-
tively high proportion of stubs per root (0.40).

A1+A2+A3 A1 A2 A3
Nodes 89,023 66,616 11,032 16,728
Links 96,507 76,776 7,142 9,442
Cascades 2,784 185 1,519 3,291
Roots 25,560 1,458 14,124 10,127
Stubs 6,350 416 2,931 4,097
Avg. links per node 1.08 1.15 0.56 0.65

Table 2: Basic structural properties when different matching
functions and matching function combinations are applied to
create transcendental cascades from dataset 2.

Retrieving and visualising transcendental cascades
We developed an intuitive search engine prototype that allows to



perform simple keyword search for retrieving relevant coinciden-
tal information sharing events. For the visual representation we
adapted the D3 Sankey diagram1, which allows us to demonstrate
how cascades merge and branch. In Figure 4 we show a cascade re-
trieved from the full Zooniverse hashtag cascade database (dataset
1). The cascade groups content elements from the Notes from Na-
ture Zooniverse project2 with all tags (node labels) being related to
specific forms of flying insect traps. This shows that our transcen-
dental cascade model can be used as an indexing mechanism to
retrieve content related to a particular topic, which was distributed
across a larger system without any explicit relationships.

Figure 4: Information cascade linking content about flying in-
sect traps in the Notes from Nature project discussion forums
on the Zooniverse platform.

5. DISCUSSION
In this section we examine the results of our Zooniverse cas-

cade case study and consider how our transcendental model for
constructing cascades offers an alternative way to understand in-
formation flow on the Web.

Structural properties of transcendental cascades
Informed by the varying amount of roots and stubs as well as the
different proportion of links per node for different matching func-
tion configurations, we believe that there is value in not only study-
ing the sub-structures that emerge from information cascades, but
even more by exploring the repetitive patterns of sub-structures.
This differs from existing research [13]. Rather than examining
the time difference between individual content elements, study-
ing burstiness with respect to repetitive sub-structures seems to be
promising to study phenomena like outperforming, drift or oppres-
sion of particular topics over time. This can become an important
means to understand the evolution of online campaigns and virtual
mass coordination from a macroscopic viewpoint and independent
from preconceived social determinants.

Informational properties of transcendental Cascades
Our study raises questions about information gain and loss, and if
information cascades are a way to observe and measure this. We
found that there are varying distributions of roots and stubs in cas-
cades. In some cases, we see more roots than stubs, which suggests
that information that goes into cascades as distinct input, does not
come out. This means there is information loss or information gets
absorbed when a particular hashtag wins over others on a particular
topic (convergence) for example.

We suggest that an information cascade can be considered as an
entity that flows through the Web, channelling and preserving infor-
mation across time. It therefore has storage and transfer capacity,
1http://bost.ocks.org/mike/sankey/
2http://notesfromnature.org

and as a result is an important aid particularly for distributed com-
munities with few communally-created information storage facili-
ties capable of allowing access to information in a timely manner
at the point at which it is needed. Some, but not all, input signals
become output signals, so a body of information can evolve over
time. Information loss may correspond to information ceasing to
be current, or alternatively a cascade might branch to create diver-
gent cascades whose combined capacity may make up for apparent
local losses.

Scaling cascades up to the entire Web and prospects for new
search engines
Whilst the analysis performed in this paper focused on preselected
patterns on a well-structured, known dataset, we seek to consider
how information cascades can be observed via an organic process,
rather than via a predefined model or set of criteria. We work to-
wards the construction of transcendental cascades at Web-scale, in-
dependent of system borders and entity types. We envision this as
an alternative – temporal – way to consider the Web graph, not as
a static network of hyperlinks, but as a network of entities flowing
and interacting – the Web as a stream. The potential is to provide a
new paradigm for search engines, to lead information consumers to
a particular sequence in the information flow, rather than returning
a ranked list of documents.

Yet, such a vision raises several challenges. Computationally,
the construction of cascades, in real-time or as an offline batch job
is challenging. It would require a large amount of computational
resources, especially if no predefined pattern is to be used as the
criteria. As Web crawling research has shown [7, 6, 9], not all
resources that are published are timestamped in a detailed way. It
might rather be that the most detailed temporal information is given
by the date when a comprehensive Web crawl was made and new
resources were found for the first time. As a consequence, a large
number of resources would have the same timestamp, thus requir-
ing heuristics to determine which one is the first to be analysed for
collision with resources in existing cascades. Additionally, we have
to investigate strategies for dealing with disappearing resources that
were present in old crawls but were deleted so more recent crawls
will not contain them anymore.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we took a first step towards an alternative theory for

information diffusion online. Rather than proving conditionality
with feature-rich probabilistic methods, we evaluated the suitability
using inherent properties of shared content. A cascade is thus the
results of content that is set out in an information space, in our case
the World Wide Web, and the technical capabilities at hand to anal-
yse that content for patterns of similarity. We formalised a generic
model that accounts for all these aforementioned aspects. This in-
cludes not only the model of the directed network that represents a
cascade, but also the function that describes the transformation of
resource properties into cascade identifiers in an abstract way.

We contextualised our work in the beginning with the ambitious
question whether the Web features an intrinsic problem solving po-
tential so that the overall information propagation behaviour forms
giant purposeful events. The analysis we undertook so far is only
a first step towards a satisfying answer to this question, but it sets
the line for future work and significantly informs the experimental
design in this space.

Future Work
The findings in this paper suggest two promising directions for im-
mediate next steps: First, it is necessary develop scalable methods
for the analysis of cascade motifs. This needs to go up to the extend
to identify the optimal segmentation of cascades into all those mo-

http://bost.ocks.org/mike/sankey/
http://notesfromnature.org


tifs that consist of a maximum number of nodes without containing
any repetitive non-trivial motifs (non-trivial motifs are sub-graphs
with > 1 nodes).

Second, we are going to quantify the informational properties of
the cascades by measuring identifier entropy and information ca-
pacity. This will allow us to be more precise about the role of spe-
cific node types and cascade motifs that indicate information gain
and loss.
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